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The majority of these tips have appeared in club newsletters over the years.

Please note that you use them at your own risk as neither the Bristol Austin 7 

Club nor the authors can be responsible for the results of trying to fol low the 

instructions given.

Rotor arms - Bosch - by Terry Griff in

Due to German Ignition Suppression regulations all  ignition equipment has to be 

fitted with suppression resistors, spark plugs, HT leads and rotor arm. It is the 

rotor arm that concerns us.
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Original Bosch rotor arms are fitted with 5000 ohm/5K resistor which can fail ,  re-

sulting in no sparks. Unfortunately, you cannot test it without an ohms meter or 

multimeter. If  you try to do a continuity check with a test lamp, it wil l  not l ight 

as the resistor wil l  not pass the current, even if the rotor arm is OK.

Non original or pattern rotor arms also vary as some are fitted with 5K/3K/2K 

or no resistor at al l .  They all  look the same and come in red or black, so unless 
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checked with a meter you cannot tell  the difference.

In the photo of the four rotor arms, No2 has a continuous brass strip between 

the centre brush contact and rotor contact so we do not have a problem with this 

one. I  have removed the insulation to show this, as it looks the same as No1. On 

the No3 arm, the resistor has failed, so there is no connection between the con-

tacts – the insulation is removed to show the resistor. No4 has been modified to 

overcome this problem.

Although a rotor arm is not an expensive part to replace, it is not an obvious part 

to change when trying to trace a misfire or ignition failure.



To bypass the resistor, hollow out the insulation to expose the top of the resis-

tor. This can be done using a hot small soldering iron to melt it out, or a small 

Dremel tool. Make sure the brass edges are clean as you wil l  need to solder a 

strip of copper or brass between the contacts. Bend the ends up as shown in the 

photo, so the strip sits on top of the resistor, solder each end then insulate with 

epoxy resin.

This modification wil l  el iminate any possibil ity of an electrical fai lure of the rotor 

arm.
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